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Introduction

Despite its massive geological endowment and receiving what could be considered the largest windfall in its economic history, Venezuela entered this year still in the middle of an unprecedented economic crisis. The appearance of COVID-19 and turbulence in oil markets now represent the latest among a string of problems that expose the country’s vulnerability.

This you may have heard of

The Venezuelan oil sector has long experienced dramatic changes in its operation. The country’s national oil company, PDVSA, lost financial and operational autonomy as the government extracted resources from its core business. Private partners faced conflicting relationships with the government, leading to lower profitability and private participation in investment projects. Further regulatory uncertainty and expropriation processes drove investors out of the country and many began legal processes against the State. Failed macroeconomic policies increased instability and distorted business conditions in the country. While the list extends to other political, economic, and sector-specific elements the consequence was that oil production (even according to official estimates) not only failed to double, as the government expected but has declined since 2005. The main drivers for this failure were the inability to materialize investments and the ever-increasing number of operational problems.

This decline only accelerated since the U.S. imposed economic sanctions. They initially targeted persons involved in human rights and political freedoms violations and later prohibited financial transactions related to PDVSA. In January 2019 PDVSA itself was designated as subject to sanctions blocking all types of commercial and financial operations with the company and its subsidiaries. PDVSA immediately lost access to its traditional export market: the U.S. Gulf Coast, where Venezuela exported 631 thousand barrels per day (kb/d) of crude oil and products to US refiners before this designation. PDVSA also lost its main source of light crude and refined products, affecting the processing of the Orinoco Oil Belt extra-heavy crude oil that requires diluents. Even though the U.S. granted licenses to operators like Chevron and service companies such as Halliburton, further restrictions were imposed last April that effectively prohibit operations such as drilling and commercializing crude oil and products, only allowing a “wind-down” period ending in December.

PDVSA attempted to circumvent these sanctions by turning to Asian buyers to replace its exports. Some estimates indicate that Reliance and Nayara were the only importers of Venezuelan crude in India in 2019, both buying around 337 kb/d. Other companies, like Chevron, Repsol, and ENI, also purchased
Venezuelan oil only under temporary authorizations from the US government since the oil cargoes are used to compensate for unpaid debts and accrued dividends. The change in destinations and the increasing difficulties for trading crude and products from Venezuela led also to discounts in the export price compared to the situation before sanctions, and the compensation for previous debt commitments also implied that the share of export revenues for the country decreased. Moreover, the inability to find buyers for the entire daily production implied an increased use of local storage for this excess supply.

The Russian company Rosneft took an incredibly significant role in Venezuela’s oil industry as the availability of trading partners for the Venezuelan oil became critical for PDVSA. In this sense, during 2019, the Russian company controlled most international trading operations of Venezuelan crude oil, often working as an intermediary selling Venezuelan crude to refineries in China and India. The Treasury Department argues that Rosneft traded 55 million barrels of Venezuelan oil between September and December 2019.4

Pressure from the U.S. increased in August 2019 with Executive Order 13884 authorizing financial sanctions on non-US persons and companies, raising the prospect of “secondary sanctions” targeting foreign energy firms working with PDVSA. Some international companies severed their relationship with PDVSA in response. CNPC decided to stop direct purchases of Venezuelan oil,5 while companies like Reliance suspended purchases of Venezuelan oil while it seeks legal clarifications. On February 18 of this year, the Department of the Treasury enacted secondary sanctions against two Rosneft subsidiaries: Rosneft Trading (February), and TNK Trading (March), for their involvement in operations relating Venezuelan crude. After this, Rosneft canceled plans to load three ships with Venezuelan oil and, later, announced that it was selling its participation in Venezuelan projects to a new state-owned Russian company6. However, there are not signs of distancing between the two countries, according to both Russian officials7 and Maduro’s government8.

More recent attempts from PDVSA to commercialize their crude involved a group of Mexican companies in exchange for food and basic supplies,9 but they have also been frustrated by open criminal investigations from Mexican and U.S. authorities10 and the bankruptcy of one of these companies. Uncertainty about the volume and end customers for these exports has increased, given the continued use of ship-to-ship transfers to prevent tracing back the origin of the traded crude11. Recent news reports,12 citing secondary sources and internal PDVSA documents, indicate that May exports fell to their lowest level since the general strike from December 2002.

As this “cat and mouse” dynamic between the U.S. and the Maduro regime continues to unfold, there is now a greater risk for companies to engage in
business with PDVSA. They will not only be less willing to offtake Venezuelan oil cargoes, but they will also demand steeper discounts per barrel as long as this pressure continues.

**Now comes COVID-19.**

The problems associated with years of declining production, failed policies for the oil sector, and economic sanctions have represented enormous challenges for Venezuela, even without the prospect of oil demand problems. The year 2020 has provided additional challenges to an already troublesome outlook.

First, the regulations from the International Maritime Organization (IMO), preventing the use of High-Sulphur Fuel Oil in tankers, were put in place in January. This poses a problem for heavy-crude grades such as Merey-16 as it translates in further price discounts, whether or not tankers or refineries decide to retrofit their capacity to accommodate this supply in the future.

The biggest threat, however, comes from the economic impacts of COVID-19 and the containment policies adopted worldwide. As industry activity and transportation reduce their oil consumption, the International Energy Agency estimates that the year on year drop in global demand could be of 9.3 million barrels per day (Mb/d) in 2020, with most of the drop in the second quarter. The effect on prices from the spread of COVID-19 worldwide compounded when Saudi Arabia launched an oil price war in March 2020. This effect, combined with the discounts the Venezuelan crude already experienced, led to Merey prices to reach $7 per barrel ($/b) during April, according to reports to the OPEC (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1. Evolution of Merey-16 prices**
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To get a sense of the impact on Venezuelan production in the short-run, we have to take a look at the cost of supply, dictated by its operating costs, and also what happens to local storage capacity, as the current market conditions and the challenges imposed by sanctions to commercialize production limit the ability to move production.

Consider the cost curve for heavy and extra-heavy grades in Figure 2, and light and medium grades in Figure 3. We see that a scenario of $15/b for the Merey-16 grade implies a drop of almost 160 kb/d in the production of heavy and extra-heavy crude oil. The impact is relatively smaller for light and medium crudes if we assume a scenario of $25/b, consistent with a Venezuelan basket of approximately $20/b. In this case, the drop is approximately 50 kb/d. Notice that according to these estimations, more than 85% of the production of heavy and extra-heavy crude oil would have an operating cost between $10/b and $20/b, so that prices of Merey-16 below $10/b could lead to a drop in production of more than 300 kb/d, close to 40% of the estimated production by Rystad at the start of 2020. The negative effects on production have also been recognized by Nicolas Maduro in some of his recent statements.\textsuperscript{14} We also have to consider that prices that allow a full cost recovery are significantly higher than those determined by these short-run considerations. Both royalties (set at 33.33%) and a minimum tax of 50% of all revenues significantly increase the break-even price.

**Figure 2. Cost of supply Heavy and Extra-Heavy Crude**
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Source: Rystad Energy and own calculations.
Notice also that considering transportation costs to Asian destinations implies that the alternative to the upcoming production is the use of storage facilities. However, given that in the last year sanctions severely limited market opportunities for Venezuelan production, PDVSA has resorted to direct this excess supply into storage. This means that now Venezuela is close to using its available storage capacity. The country reportedly can store around 40 million barrels of oil between domestic tanks and floating storage; by early March it had already accumulated about 35 million barrels of oil. PDVSA recently has resorted to including higher discounts to its production and sent oil shipments to Cuba, as to maintain room in inventories.

The combined effect of years of underinvestment, the decline in oil prices, mismanagement, and operational problems and economic sanctions, among other factors, has led to a dramatic collapse in oil production (see Figure 4). Venezuela officially reports production of 570 kb/d in May, the lowest level since the 1940s, while production per capita on average during 2020 is currently at levels not seen since 1926 (see Figure 5). The inability to find new buyers and trading partners at a pace that absorbs current production, along with constraints in storage capacity, have become key determinants of Venezuela’s oil output in the short run. The combination of lower prices and volume will severely impact revenues for 2020. A local consulting firm estimates the number of cash-flow generating barrels at 260 kb/d on average for the year 2020; total revenues from oil exports could be as low as US$ 1.5 billion. In 2012, total oil exports reached US$ 93.5 billion, according to the Central Bank.
Venezuela’s Domestic Market

The problems of underinvestment, management, and operation of facilities go beyond the upstream segment of the value chain. The country now faces the threat of COVID-19 with the disruptions associated with the rapid decline in fuel supply in the country. While the country’s economic collapse reduced transportation and gasoline consumption, the local supply of fuels has also
contracted. Recent estimates point to gasoline consumption has reduced to 110 kb/d,\textsuperscript{19} down from approximately 300 kb/d in 2012.

Even with dwindling demand, the local supply of gasoline has experienced a bigger decline. PDVSA has not revealed operational data since 2016, but independent estimates placed gasoline output from refineries as low as 30 kb/d in recent months.\textsuperscript{20} Problems with equipment replacement (leading to cannibalization or use of parts from other refineries), missing components for blending, lost hours due to accidents, among other events, substantially decimated the operation of refineries. In the absence of public data, independent estimates have capacity utilization for local refinery system around 10-30\% over the last three years. Lack of fuel price adjustments in recent years also truncated any possibility to recover any operational and maintenance costs. In May, gasoline prices were still below 1 cent per liter.

PDVSA tried to compensate for the decrease in local fuel supply with imports, first from the U.S. and, after the enforcement of sanctions, through trading arrangements with multiple international companies, most notably Rosneft, which handled approximately 60 kbd of gasoline imports as of November 2019, according to Ministry of Petroleum figures in news reports. The sanctions to Rosneft trading drastically removed the gasoline supply, which combined with the depletion in inventories, led to a situation where approximately 90\% of vehicles were affected by the shortage, less than 90 out of almost 1,400 stations were open\textsuperscript{21} and black market prices for gasoline reached $5.67 per liter in some parts of the country.\textsuperscript{22} As in the case of crude exports, reports also reveal increasing pressure from the US on international companies to limit or cease further operations with PDVSA that include gasoline imports.\textsuperscript{23} In response, the Maduro government has looked for support from Iran on several fronts: gasoline supplies, with initial shipments arriving at the end of May, as well as components such as alkylates for the operation of some of the local refineries. Also, they provide collaboration with Chinese technicians to perform repair work in several of the refinery units in Paraguana to partially. It is not clear the extent or for how long the Iranian assistance will continue, as well as the compensation for this assistance from the Venezuelan government.

As the first cases of COVID-19 were reported, the government implemented shut-down policies that further reduced gasoline and electricity consumption, but as the gasoline supply further dwindled, additional measures were taken. These measures included an increase in gasoline prices, based on a two-tier system, at approximately 2.5 cents/liter for consumption up to 120 liters per month, and $0.5/liter for any excess consumption. It also allowed private contractors to import and supply gasoline (although PDVSA has already
announced it will take over several gas stations operated by private owners, under unknown reasons). Despite these actions, some questions persist. Even though news reports mention an increase of 40 kb/d in gasoline output from local refineries, there are doubts regarding the refinery repairs, given the accumulated damage across units over the years, lack of blendstocks such as alkylates, and technological incompatibilities, as the catalysts used in CRP were proprietary technology from the U.S., for example.

Continued disruptions in gasoline supply present problems for critical supply chains, such as the case of the food industry, due to the inability to take production from the Western areas of the country to the main markets, which ultimately disrupts the harvest process, and could manifest in further food scarcity in coming months. For example, some estimates indicate that corn production will only be able to satisfy a quarter of the demand for 2020. Even oil production could be affected by the problems workers experience in getting to operation areas.

**It’s not just the oil sector.**

As revenue sources falter and the country paralyzes due to fuel shortage, other risks still loom on the horizon. The reduction in activity in the oil and gas sector has also constrained significantly the availability from natural gas liquids coming from the associated gas in Eastern fields, which has further restricted the supply of propane for cooking gas, used by about 90% of the population. After a year of massive blackouts across the country, there are still concerns about the transmission infrastructure that handles 80% of the country’s electricity. Thermoelectric generation has also declined from the already low levels from last year, making the system more dependent on hydroelectric plants and weather fluctuations. This makes the country especially vulnerable to the health crisis associated with COVID-19 because, in addition to water supply problems and a crumbling health system, the electricity supply has become unreliable. A National Hospital Survey from several institutions, including the National Assembly, revealed that last year that on average, 57.3% of hospitals experienced power outages, while the average number of days without electricity was close to 15 every month. The overall economic situation also weighs against containment measures, as the population depends on daily income for their subsistence, in a country where the cumulative inflation through the first five months of 2020 was over 295%.

The ability to handle future cases of COVID-19 (and the rest of healthcare issues the population faces) could remain impaired by these types of issues. In June, the number of registered cases surpassed 4,000, with a substantial portion coming
from states traditionally known for its oil activity, such as Zulia, where several hospitals are already overrun with patients and public service conditions are at their minimum.31

Looking ahead?

As the myriad of problems that Venezuela faces continue to develop, social and political stability questions remain for the future. Local NGOs estimate over 1,000 protests across the country in May, most of them related to scarce public services: electricity, water, and cooking gas.32

While it is clear that the success of any economic reform in the oil and gas sector depends on a resolution of the political crisis, it is also very likely that the extent of the reforms is a function of the political outcome. Nicolas Maduro recently appointed a commission to restructure PDVSA and increase oil production. The commission recommended introducing a more flexible framework for upstream activities aimed at attracting private investments, reversing decades of overwhelming state control. Any prospect of successfully implementing such reforms, however, is severely impaired by the pressure of economic sanctions which will remain in place as long as Maduro stays in power,33 based on announcements by the Trump administration.

On the other hand, the opposition has coalesced around the need for private investment to recover the hydrocarbons sector, proposing a plan calling for $99 billion in capital expenditures and $64 billion in operating expenditures to increase oil production to 3 Mb/d in 8 years.34 Two projects are being discussed in the National Assembly: one is a new Hydrocarbons Law promoting significant reforms in the industry’s institutional framework, increasing the variety of business models and allocation mechanisms, and unifying the legal framework applicable to oil and gas activities, among other reforms.35 The second project is a more modest reform of the existing hydrocarbons law, aimed at providing equity and operational control to private partners, reducing the fiscal take for the existing projects, and allowing specific models such as service contracts. This reform may be easier to approve in the short term,36 while a consensus is being built around the more comprehensive changes proposed by the new Hydrocarbons Law. Both initiatives, however, can only be implemented under a new government, as PDVSA operations in the country are still controlled by the Maduro regime. As the industry further deteriorates, investment requirements may become larger or goals will have to be scaled back.

Even in a transition scenario, the implementation of these reforms will depend on the type of coalitions and the balance of power across interest groups. This poses another level of uncertainty due to conflicting interests of military groups, incumbent companies (including those of China and Russia), political parties,
and potential investors. Aligning the interests of all groups toward a sustainable reform will be challenging – political compromise may trump the more aggressive changes. Moreover, Venezuela will also need to deal with the long term uncertainty in oil demand, changing strategies by international oil and gas companies, and the burden imposed by the expropriation process from the last decade as the country will need to regain the trust from private capital.

As the problems associated with COVID-19 stay in the country, and the political deadlock stands, future months will provide yet more problems for its population. Any economic recovery in Venezuela will rely on the oil and gas industry. But the scale of reforms required to attract investment dictates not only a shared vision for the sector but also an honest revision of paradigms about the role of hydrocarbons and energy in the country.
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